Professional Dialogue 3: Phase 1 of 3

Phase 1: Predict
Generating Predictions and Surfacing Assumptions
Process Guide

Purpose
Focusing attention for collaborative work is an ongoing challenge for busy educators. Readiness to explore data
requires full physical, cognitive, and emotional energy of all group members. The activating and engaging phase
of the Collaborative Learning Cycle prepares district- and school-level personnel for a healthy dialogue by
eliciting predictions and assumptions about learners and learning. This process is intended to surface individual
perspectives in an attempt to create a readiness for looking at the data collectively. Through the activating and
engaging process, teams articulate valuable existing knowledge about their students and about the learning
processes that relate directly to the data about to be explored. This process also surfaces assumptions about the
beliefs and practices underpinning teaching and learning that are deeper than the immediate task. Pausing to
activate and engage increases the relevance of the task, the data, and the team (Wellman & Lipton, 2012).

Steps
1. Generate predictions. Prior to examining any real data, individuals generate a set of predictions. The
predictions and assumptions should be documented on pieces of chart paper.
2. Share predictions and surface assumptions. Individuals share in round-robin fashion their predictions.
For the sake of clarity all predictions should conform to the following pattern: “I predict that … “. After
sketches are explained, the group has an opportunity to surface any assumptions that might underpin
the predictions. For example, if a prediction is justified by citing a long-standing pattern in the data,
someone might ask, “What are some of your assumptions about the consistency of this pattern?” Other
possible inquiry questions or prompts include:
 What are some factors that contribute to students’ success in
?
 What are some factors that contribute to students’ lack of success in
?
 So it sounds as though you believe that …
3. Accept predictions & assumptions. Once the predictions have been shared and a set of assumptions
has been surfaced, the group then engages in open conversation about the implications of their
assumptions. Remember that the primary function of this dialogue is to seek to understand, not to
persuade. Therefore it is important to not get bogged down in debating the merits of any predictions
or assumptions that surface through this process.
4. Debrief the process. Participants reflect on the process and explore ways to use the process guide in
other situations (i.e. staff or department meetings, etc.)

This process guide is adapted from Got Data? Now What? (2012) by Laura Lipton and Bruce Wellman.
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Sample Prediction and Assumption Chart

Predictions
I predict that …

Assumptions
I assume that …

there will be a wider gender discrepancy in writing and

reading achievement is strongly correlated to mathematics

reading than in mathematics.

achievement.

on this strand of the writing assessment, students will

girls read more than boys.

score well on using transition words.
our trend in overall reading achievement will have
increased in each of the last four years.

investing in PD around a particular teaching strategy or
content strand will show up in increased achievement.
our focus (in the seventh grade) on improving students’

white students will be the highest performing

ability to process informational text will pay-off in terms

demographic group in reading.

of increased reading scores.

girls are twice as likely to be proficient in reading as

large achievement gaps between different demographic

boys at the seventh grade level.

groups remain present in our building.

our students were 2x better at plotting ordered pairs

our third grade curriculum is not aligned to this

of integers in 2011-2012 than they were in 2010-2011

particular benchmark or standard.
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Predictions and Assumption Chart

Predictions
I predict that …

Assumptions
I assume that …
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Phase 2: Observe
Exploring and Discovering
Process Guide

Purpose
Skillfully analyzing data requires a well thought-out process and mental focus. To maintain that thoughtfulness
and focus, it is important to pay attention to careful structuring of the exploring and discovering phase of the
Collaborative Learning Cycle. The guiding mindset of this phase is purposeful uncertainty. To embrace a spirit of
exploration and discovery, groups must avoid jumping to premature conclusions. The inventor of GORE-TEX
fabrics was renowned among his colleagues for his ability to ask insightful questions that reframed their thinking.
They referred to his systematic avoidance to rush to closure as intellectual hang time, likening this search for
fresh perspectives to the hang time of gifted basketball players, who seem to suspend themselves in the air as
they search for an opening to the basket. In a similar way, to remain open to possibilities and fresh viewpoints,
groups must continue to explore the data and push to develop multiple storylines (Wellman & Lipton, 2012).

Steps
1. Examine data. Teams focus their collective attention on a single data artifact (either a poster or
handout). Take three minutes (in silence) for group members to examine the data. This pause allows for
the different pacing and processing needs of individuals and produces more balanced group
engagement.
2. Individual reflection. Once team members have had a chance to silently examine the data, individuals
then use the Rough and Refined Observation handout to record observations. Individuals should be
encouraged to record anything they observe that surfaces. Each observation should communicate a
single idea clearly and concisely, and should focus only on observable facts contained in the data
without interpretation or inference. See below for a sample Rough and Refined Observation handout.
Team members may consider these prompts as they record observations:

What important points seem to “pop out”?

What patterns, categories, or trends emerge?

What seems to be surprising or unexpected?
3. Report out. Once individuals have written down their observations, they are shared with the group in
round-robin fashion. All team members should have an opportunity to share their observations. The
observations should be charted as they are shared. Note: Keep a separate chart for questions or
comments that are outside this phase. For example, should conclusions or explanations surface, it is
sometimes more expedient to record them rather than debate them. This “parking lot” process is also
effective for questions that are not relevant to the data or discussion at hand.

This process guide is adapted from Got Data? Now What? (2012) by Laura Lipton and Bruce Wellman.
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4. Refine observations. Once the team has recorded a set of observations, take a moment to go back and refine them, where
possible, by increasing the degree of specificity. Using relevant data terminology, such as mean, scale score, range, and
percent, increases the precision of the observation.
5. Debrief the process. Participants reflect on the process and explore ways to use the process guide in other situations
(e.g., staff or department meetings).

Sample Rough and Refined Observations
Rough Observation

Refined Observation

There are more English language learners (ELLs)

The ELL population increased from 10 percent last

this year.

year to 30 percent this year.

There is a downward performance trend from

38 percent of fifth graders were proficient

grade 5 to grade 7.

compared to 12 percent of seventh graders.

Almost half of grade 4 students are below the
standard in literacy.

19 percent of fourth grade students performed
below the basic level, and 29 percent performed
at the basic level.

There is a real spread in the score for third grade

The median score for third grade girls is 45

girls in math.

percent at or above standard.

Most of the students didn’t punctuate correctly

14 of 20 students didn’t use apostrophes

on this writing sample.

accurately on this writing sample.
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Rough and Refined Observations
Rough Observation

Refined Observation
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Phase 3: Infer
Organizing and Integrating
into Theory
Process Guide

Purpose
The third phase of the Collaborative Learning Cycle establishes the transition to formal problem finding and
problem solving as it builds a foundation for detailed planning processes. This phase occurs in two stages:
causation and action. Teams first generate potential theories of causation related to key observations they made
in the previous phase, and then propose theories of action. Teams need to stay open to multiple interpretations
of why the data look as they do before developing any plans of action. Most data sets do not tell the whole story.
For any explanation of causal factors to be credible, the analysis must be thoughtful and based on multiple, rich
sources of information. Therefore, this phase includes reviewing additional data indicated by theories of
causation that emerge. Confirmation of the underlying cause builds confidence in, and commitment to, the
implementation plan. Multiple voices and multiple perspectives add real value to the work in the organizing and
integrating phase (Wellman & Lipton, 2012).

Steps
1. Preview six causal categories. Theories of causation tend to fall into one of six categories: (1) curriculum,
(2) instruction, (3) teachers, (4) students, (5) structures or (6) Climate/Culture. During this step, team
members review and ask questions about the categories. Note: Using the causal categories as a basis for
the generating theories of causation will greatly enhance the effectiveness of the conversation.
Stage One: Causation
2. Generate multiple theories of causation. The facilitator selects an observation from the previous phase
(i.e., predicting). Team members then generate and record (on the theories of causation) potential
theories. Theories should be shared in round-robin fashion and all individuals should be given an
opportunity to contribute. In order to encourage a single point of focus, teams should record theories of
causation on a sheet of chart paper (or poster). Individuals may want to consider the following
questions when generating theories:
 What inferences, explanations, and/or conclusions might we draw from the data?
 What additional data sources might we explore to verify our explanation?
3. Narrow causal theories. Once a set of causal theories is recorded, begin narrowing the list to one or two
of the strongest theories. In order to reduce potential polarization when multiple competing theories are
available, the team should cross-check with additional data sources to determine the strongest possible
theories. It is important to locate additional data sources to confirm, correct, or clarify causal theories.
4.

Repeat. After the theories have been narrowed, repeat steps for each of the important observations
that were identified during the predict phase.
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[30 min/observation]
Stage Two: Action
5. Generate potential solutions. There are no simple answers to complex problems and we know that
successful improvement requires targeted, strategic, solutions. During this step, teams generate a range
of possible pathways for promoting growth. Consider the following questions:
 What are some solutions we might explore as a result of our conclusions?
 What data will we need to collect to guide implementation?
6. Make a decision. During this step the team weighs options and selects the most viable solution(s) and
sets the scene for action planning.
7. Debrief the process. Participants reflect on the process and explore ways to use the process guide in
other situations (e.g., staff or department meetings).
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Theories of Causation
Observation/Problem Statement:

Use this space to record at least three possible theories of causation related to your
observation:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Select one theory to test against additional data. In the space below, record at least
three sources of data that you could use to confirm this theory.
1.
2.
3.
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Theories of Causation Handout
Observation: 38 percent of fifth graders were proficient compared to 12
percent of seventh graders in mathematics
Use this space to record, at least, three possible theories of causation related to your
observation:
1. The relative time spent on mathematics instruction diminishes
between fifth grade and seventh grade (structure)

X

2. Our student population changes between fifth grade and seventh
grade due to the fact that students from another building often
transfer to our school in sixth grade (Students)
3. Tracking of students begins to occur in sixth and seventh grade
thus students are not receiving the same quality of math
instruction in seventh grade (structure)
4. Our math textbooks and resources are dated for the sixth and
seventh grade classes (Instruction)
5. Teachers in first through fifth grade have received a ton of PD
around math instruction (Teachers)

Select one theory to test against additional data. In the space below, record at least
three sources of data that you could use to confirm this theory.
1. Demographic data for the district and school
2. Feeder school achievement data
3. Trend data for seventh grade mathematics
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Six Causal Categories
Curriculum
Structures
Schedules, programming,
and resources

Design and
Implementation

Instruction
Methods, materials, resources
& instructional support

Six Causal Categories

Students
Knowledge, skills, and
disposition

Climate/Culture
Collective norms, values,
and beliefs

Teachers
Knowledge, skills, and
disposition

ADDITIONAL RESOURCE
From Causation to Action
Causal Theory

Implications

Outcomes/Actions

